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The determination of the top quark mass can be achieved at the Linear Collider to the precision of 200 MeV=c2 , which is an order of
magnitude better than the expected precision at the hadron colliders.
The top quark mass determination can be obtained from direct reconstruction of tt DiLepton events, with the center-of-mass energy at or
above the tt production threshold.

1 Introduction
With the discovery of the top quark 1, many studies 2;3;4, have focused on the precise
measurement of its mass and other properties. The top quark mass is an important
parameter in the Standard Model. The large mass of about 175 GeV=c2 may indicate
that the top quark has a special role in electroweak symmetry breaking. Precision measurement of the top quark mass, together with the mass of the W boson, provide a
constraint on the mass of the Higgs particle.
The top quark mass will be measured in the next 10 years at the Tevatron and at the
Large Hadron Collider (LHC) to a precision of 1%. Studies 4 have shown that a precision
of 200 MeV=c2 of top quark mass may be achieved at the Linear Collider, from an energy
scan near the tt production threshold.
We present the results of a study on the the determination of top mass from direct
reconstruction of tt ! `+ b`,b events. The production of tt pair and its subsequent
decay into the nal state with two leptons, `+ and `, , have been studied since the rst
CDF results 5 on the top quark, because the DiLepton events have small background and
are simple to identify. The top mass measurement from the DiLepton channel already
provides the smallest systematic uncertainty.
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2 Method
For the top quark mass determination by direct reconstruction, the Linear Collider has an
advantage over hadron colliders. While the momenta of incoming partons are unknown
in hadronic collisions, the energy-momentum of the colliding e+ and e, particles are
known to high precision. This provides additional kinematic constraints, and even the
DiLepton channel of tt production with two neutrinos in the nal state represents an
over-constrained system.
p
At Linear Collider, the tt production cross-section is 0.7 pb at s = 500 GeV and
0.2ppb at 1000 GeV. For the design luminosity of 5  1033 cm,2 s,1 and 1034 cm,2 s,1
at s = 500 and 1000 GeV, respectively, on the order of 1000 tt DiLepton events are
expected in one year of running with 50{100 fb,1.
For the simulation of e+e, ! tt ! W +bW ,b ! `+ b`, b events at center-of-mass
energies of 355, 500, 1000 GeV, we use PYTHIA 6 version 5.7, and we simulate 1000 events
for each energy. The beamsthralung is taken into account in leading log approximation.
In this study, we assume that the b-jet resolution (ET ) = 1:+0:045ET can be achieved.
We neglect errors in the determination of kinematical characteristics of leptons, and
we also assume that the top quark mass will have been determined 2 to 2-3 GeV/c2
precision by the time the Linear Collider is operational. Therefore, the mass window
(160,190) in which we will reconstruct top mass is sucient.
The reconstruction of top mass is obtained from the full kinematical reconstruction
of tt ! W + bW ,b ! `+ b`, b events. We de ne a 2 functional:
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where P`i , Pbi are the measured four momenta of the charged leptons and b-jets, respectively, and Ecms is total energy of colliding beams. E`i , Ebi , Ei are energies of leptons,
b-jets and neutrinos in the tt event, and i are parameters set to take into account
resolution and Breit-Wigner nature of top and W boson masses.
The kinematical characteristicsqof neutrinos are not measured, but the following kinematical constraints apply: Ei = P2i1 + P2i2 + P2i3 and P1j = ,(P`1j + Pb1j + P`2j +
Pb2j + P2j ). The 2 is dependent on three components of momentum of neutrino P~2 ,
which can be determined by nding a minimum of 2. To nd a minimum, either the stan2

dard general minimization packages e.g. MINUIT can be2 employed, 2or the solution
can
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be obtained from a set of three nonlinear equations: P21 = 0; P22 = 0; P23 = 0:
We employed this last method, because it proved to work much faster. For a solution to
be accepted, it should pass a minimum 2 cut. There is a two-fold ambiguity in association of the lepton and b-jet from the same top decay. A decision based on smaller 2
provides 70%, 93%, 97% probability to nd the correct choice for Ecms = 355, 500, 1000
GeV, respectively. The treatment of resolution is similar to a previous study 7 for CDF.
As a top mass measurement for a given event, we take the most probable value of the
convolution of reconstructed top masses over the resolution function.

3 Results
The reconstructed top mass distribution for Ecms p
= 355, 500, 1000 GeV is presented in
Fig. 1. The uncertainty on the mean top mass, = N , is less than 200 MeV=c2 for each
Ecms . The top mass was initially set to 175 GeV/c2. For the lowest energy, the threshold
behavior results in asymmetric distribution of reconstructed top mass.
In the region close to tt threshold, we expect some sensitivity of the distribution of
reconstructed top mass due to the top width. Widths 0.5, 0.8, 1.2 and 1.5 times the
nominal top width at the given top mass were considered. The sensitivity to the top
width is at a level of 20 { 25%.
To see the e ect of jet energy resolution, we degrade the jet energy resolution by a
factor of 2. We also studied the resolution on the top quark mass when true (unsmeared)
variables are used for reconstruction (no convolution). To see the e ect of initial, nal
state radiation and beamstrahlung, we applied the same reconstruction on another sample
with initial, nal state radiation and beamstrahlung switched OFF. For most of this
study, the top mass in PYTHIA was set to 175 GeV/c2. We also studied the e ects
when the top mass was set to 170 GeV/c2 or 180 GeV/c2. From these studies 8, it
can be summarized that a precision of about 200 MeV=c2 on top mass determination
can be achieved. Comparing this resolution with the result of an analysis 7 for CDF
DiLepton top mass reconstruction (also for about 1000 tt DiLepton events), a factor of
 6 improvement is achieved at the Linear Collider.
In Fig. 1, there is an  2 GeV mass shift from the top mass set at 175 GeV. There
is no shift when unsmeared variables are used. The shift comes from the convolution
over jet energy resolution. This mass shift is naturally eliminated when we calibrate the
results obtained as a function of top mass.
Although physics at the Linear Collider has been explored 4 for about 10 years, studies
of top quarks physics at the Linear Collider have concentrated on the tt threshold, and
dependent on a threshold scan. In contrast, the top quark mass determination from direct
reconstruction of tt events, is insensitive to uncertainties of luminosity measurement.
The precision of the top mass determination from a threshold scan is also expected to
3

be about 200 MeV/c2. There has been active discussion and work on the theoretical
uncertainties in the tt threshold studies.9 The direct determination can be accomplished
at any energy at or above the tt threshold, while other new physics are also being studied.
In the course of this analysis, we noticed that the recent precision measurement of the
mass Mw of the W boson by the four LEP experiments Aleph, Delphi, L3, Opal, have
all been based on direct reconstruction of W +W , events, rather than by threshold scan.

4 Conclusion
At the Linear Collider, the top quark mass can be determined from direct reconstruction
of tt DiLepton events, to a precision of 200 MeV/c2, which is an order of magnitude
better than what is expected to be achieved by hadron colliders. This method of top mass
determination has not been ne tuned for the Linear Collider. Further improvement to
this method can be made. The limitations will come from systematic uncertainties due
to jet energy scale and gluon radiation.
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Figure 1: Reconstructed (raw) top mass distribution and Gaussian t.
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